STRETCH: GUIDE TO CBT

Some men like to play rough. If you consider yourself one of those guys, you might enjoy some of our more extreme CBT (Cock and Ball Torture) devices. Many of the toys in this genre tug at and stretch the testicles, producing a stimulating tension and causing the balls to hang lower over time. This effect can be desirable for many reasons, including showing off your virility and the ability to slap your partner with your testes during play. Take a look at all the different kinds of dividers and stretchers made by Spartacus, and see what might be the best fit for you!

DIVIDERS

A great combination of form and function. These leather accessories will separate your testes, slowing their retraction and displaying them prominently.

T-Style
This divider features a straight strip of leather that will very straightforwardly bisect your testicles. This adjustable divider will produce the least amount of separation, but will still give you a desirable amount of pressure.

BSPL-05WBB, BSPL-06B, BSPL-BP, BSPL-06BR, BSPL-07C5, RUB-13

V-Style
The adjustable V-style divider will separate your balls a bit more than the T-style, while still suspending them below the penis shaft. For a happy medium between divide and pull, the V-style will do the trick.

BSPL-05VBB, BSPL-06C, BSPL-06CR, BSPL-07C6, RUB-14

8-Style
Our 8-style divider offers the most extreme separation. It will pull your balls to either side of your shaft, showing them off and maximizing sensaion.

BSPL-05A, BSPL-05T, BSPL-05TR, RUB-15

STRETCHERS

Our stretchers will help you pull your balls down, aiding in the long-term stretching of the scrotum, as well as providing intense feeling during play.

Basic
Our basic leather stretcher comes with either snap or velcro closure. Both closures are slightly adjustable, and this is the most comfortable stretcher we provide.

BSPL-06H1, BSPL-06H2, BSPL-06J1, BSPL-06J2, BSPL-06J3, BSPL-06J4, BSPL-06J5

Divider
A combination of our stretchers and dividers! These tricky devices will separate your balls while they are pulled down and away from the body. They also feature a D-ring at their tip for discipline and leash play.

BSPL-05M1, BSPL-05M2, BSPL-05M3, BSPL-05M4, BSPL-05M5

PULL STRETCHERS

These stretchers are for the man who desires the most powerful stretching action in CBT. They involve weights to aid gravity in its work.

Double Weight
For evenly-distributed weight, this stretcher offers two attachment points on each side of the stretcher. Because of the double attachment rings, a large amount of weight can be attached to this stretcher.

BSPL-05K2, BSPL-05L1, BSPL-05L2, BSPL-05L3, BSPL-05L4, BSPL-05L5

Parachute
This device resembles its namesake, wrapping around the top of the balls and connecting by chains to a hanging weight. The centrality of the weight localizes the pull, and also keeps the weight evenly distributed. This stretcher also comes with snap closure with two levels of adjustability.

BSPL-06K1, BSPL-06K2